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ABSTRACT

We show that a semiconductor membrane made of two thin layers of opposite ( n- and p-) doping can perform electrically tunable ion current
rectification and filtering in a nanopore. Our model is based on the solution of the 3D Poisson equation for the electrostatic potential in a
double-cone nanopore combined with a transport model. It predicts that, for appropriate biasing of the membrane −electrolyte system, transitions
from ohmic behavior to sharp rectification with vanishing leakage current are achievable. Furthermore, ion current rectifying and filtering
regimes of the nanopore correspond to different charge states in the p−n membrane, which can be tuned with appropriate biasing of the n-
and p- layers.

Proteinaceous nanopores have been studied for the past
decade for their essential role in biology as nanoscale
channels regulating the ion flow through cell membranes as
well as exhibiting ion selectivity.1,2 Properties of the track-
etched membranes have been studied in comparison to the
properties of the various biological channels.3-5 In the past
few years, artificial nanopores in dielectric membranes etched
by high-energy ion or electron beams6,7 have been proposed
as a substitute to biological ion channels.8-10 However, such
membranes are electrically insulating and do not provide
tunableelectrostatic control of the ion concentration inside
or the ion flow through the nanopore. Recently, Karnik et
al.11 experimentally demonstrated the metallic gate-voltage
modulation of ions and molecules concentration in a long
channel with a nanoscale diameter to control the ionic
conductance. Gold nanotubes with fully controlled ionic
selectivity were reported in ref 12. The ion selectivity was
controlled by applying voltage to the tubes. Also, it was
suggested that nanopores inn+-Si membrane can be used
as an ion filter by applying a voltage difference between the
semiconductor and the electrolyte.13

Similar to voltage-gated ion channels that belong to a class
of transmembrane ion channels activated by changes in the
electrical potential difference near the channel,1 the presence
of a surface charge in a solid-state membrane is central for
the use of nanopores in single-molecule detection, ion/protein
filtering,13 and potentially in DNA sequencing.14-16 While

the surface charge of biological channels can be positive,
negative, or spatially distributed in the pore to operate the
“gating” mechanism interrupting the flow of molecules, water
or ions,2 the surface charge in solid-state nanopores is usually
negative and results from the fabrication process.14 In this
context, conical nanopores in polymer membranes with
various (negative) surface charges have been investigated
as ion rectifiers.17,18 Meanwhile, a microfluidic field effect
transistor operating by surface charge modulation in an ion
channel has been proposed,19 and theoretical modeling of
ion transport in a nanofluidic diode and a bipolar transistor
has been developed.20

We have recently emphasized the versatility of semicon-
ductor membranes in controlling the electrolyte charge in a
nanopore:21 unlike dielectric membranes that exhibit negative
surface charges inducing positive ion charges at the nanopore
surface,n-doped semiconductor membranes can attract either
positive or negative ions at the nanopore surface depending
on the amount of positive dopant charge in the depletion
layer of then-type semiconductor. Moreover, the semicon-
ductor membrane can be connected to a voltage source to
modulate the nanopore channel charge.

In this letter, we propose to use membranes made of
spatially separatedn- andp-type doping layers (Figure 1) to
change the potential landscape in the channel and enhance
the ionic conductance modulation. Indeed, advances in
semiconductor technology has enabled the fabrication of
nanometer scale layers with arbitraryn- or p- doping levels.22

Hence, the existence of dipolar depletion charge at the surface
of the membranep-n junction induces a dipolar ionic charge
in the nanopore, which is tunable by biasing electrically the
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homojunction, which results in enhanced ionic filtering and
rectifying properties compared with charged dielectric17,18

or monodoped membranes.13

Membrane Model. The nanopore-membrane structure
geometry is shown schematically in Figure 1 and consists
of two 12 nm Si layers of different doping: the top layer is
n-doped (typicallyNd

n ) 2 × 1020 cm-3) and the bottom
layer is p-doped (typicallyNd

p ) 2 × 1020 cm-3). The
nanopore in this solid-state membrane has a double-conical
shape with a 1 nmdiameter in the narrowest region and 6
nm diameter opening on each side of the pore as a result of
the electron beam fabrication process,14 but similar conclu-
sions are expected for nanopores of more regular shape, e.g.,
cylindrical. The whole surface of the nanopore-membrane

is covered by a 8 Å surface layer of SiO2 containing a fixed
negative chargeσ. The surface charge density was varied at
first, but unless otherwise indicated, the calculations are
performed for σ ) -0.0256 C/m2. The membrane is
immersed in an electrolyte KCl solution, with a concentration
varying from 0.01M to 1M. Each material is characterized
by its relative permittivity, i.e.,εSi ) 11.7,εSiO2 ) 3.9. The
dielectric constant of the electrolyte solution is chosen
εelectrolyte ) 78.

To obtain the ion charge distribution in the nanopore, the
Poisson equation is solved self-consistently by a multigrid
method in the electrolyte-membrane system,23 assuming the
ions in the electrolyte are fully dissociated and obey the
Boltzmann distribution, whereas electrons and holes in the
semiconductor are governed by the Fermi-Dirac statistics.
The model details are described in refs 8,21. We use virtual
solid-state parameters for the solution, which enables us to
formulate an all-semiconductor model for the charge and
electric potential in the electrolyte and solid-state materials.24

The electrolyte/solid-state and semiconductor/oxide interfaces
are modeled by introducing a conduction band offset between
materials at their interfaces, i.e.:Ec

SiO2 - Ec
Si ) 3.2 eV,

Ec
solution - Ec

Si ) -0.3 eV. We model the bias potential
applied to the membrane with respect to the electrolyte by
varying the quasi-Fermi levels of the Sin- (Vn) andp- (Vp)
sides of the membrane separately over the-1 to 1 V range.

3D Electrostatic Potential.Figure 2A shows the potential
variation (“built-in” potential) inside the membrane along

Figure 1. (A) Geometry of the modeled nanopore in a solid-state
membrane. The centerX-Ycross-section is shown (the centerY-Z
cross-section is similar). Two cutsS1 andS2 through the structure
are indicated.S1 is taken at the center of the nanopore, whileS2 is
taken across the membrane, and is aligned with the pore axis. The
drawing is not to scale. (B) Biological channel in a polarized
membrane.

Figure 2. (A) Electrostatic potential across the membrane alongS2 for difference surface charge densitiesσ1 ) 0, σ2 ) -0.0256 C/m2, σ3

) -0.076 C/m2 andσ4 ) -0.128 C/m2; (B) potential in the nanopore alongS1 for the same charge densities as in (A); (C) potential in the
nanopore alongS1 for differentn-Si side doping densitiesNd

n, with fixed doping density on thep-Si side of the membraneNd
p ) 2 × 1020

cm-3 and surface charge densityσ2; (D) potential in the nanopore alongS1 for differentp-Si side doping densitiesNd
p, with Nd

n ) 2 × 1020

cm-3 andσ2. Solution concentration is [KCl]) 1M in all cases.
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cross-sectionS2 (Figure 1A) for different densities of negative
surface charges. No bias was applied to the membrane, so
that there is no potential variation in the electrolyte far from
the membrane, which was set to 0 V for all studied electrolyte
concentrations. The potential is positive on then-side, and
negative on thep-side of the membrane. Strong negative
surface charges (σ3 andσ4) are manifested as two sharp drops
in the potential profile at the top (y ) 16 nm) and the bottom
(y ) 38 nm) surfaces of the membrane. Figure 2B shows
the potential variation in the nanopore along the pore axis
(S1, Figure 1A) for different densities of negative surface
charges. Here, the potential maximum decreases and the
potential minimum deepens as the negative surface charge
density increases. Thus, strong negative surface charges (σ3

andσ4) fully offset the positive dopant charge on then-Si
side of the membrane at considered doping density. The
increase of the doping density on then-side of the membrane
boosts the potential maximum on then-side, whereas the
potential minimum on thep-side shrinks (Figure 2C). The
increase of the doping density on thep-side results in the
potential minimum enhancement (Figure 2D).

Parts C and D of Figure 2 indicate that, to obtain the
maximum potential variation along the pore axis (condition
that leads to the strongest current rectification), the doping
density on bothn-Si andp-Si sides of the membrane need
to be maximized. Hence, the highest potential peak is
achieved for the maximum doping densityNd

n ) 1 × 1021

cm-3 on then- side (Figure 2C), whereas, on thep- side,
the deepest minimum is reached for the maximum doping
densityNd

p ) 1 × 1021 cm-3 (Figure 2D).
In Figure 3, anion and cation concentrations at the

nanopore center are shown for a solution concentration [KCl]
) 0.1M for two membrane biases. The first case (n-Si
biased atVn ) -1 V, p-Si at Vp ) 0 V, and electrolyte at
V ) 0 V) is characterized by a single potential minimum in
the pore, thus resulting in accumulation of cations in the
nanopore center (Figure 3A). The second case (n-Si at Vn

) 1 V, p-Si atVp ) 0 V, and electrolyte atV ) 0 V) gives
rise to a potential profile with two extrema of opposite sign

in the pore, which results in a dipolar ion charge in the
pore: anions on then-Si side and cations on thep-Si side
of the membrane (Figure 3B).

The potential profiles for a range of membrane biases are
displayed in Figure 4A-C for ap-n membrane with typical
material parameters and [KCl]) 0.1M. For comparison, the
potential profiles of an-Si membrane with the same
characteristics and a range of applied membrane biases are
shown in Figure 4D. Unlike the electrostatic potential profile
of the n-Si membrane that exhibits a single potential
extremum, i.e., either positive or negative, for all considered
membrane biases, the potential along the channel in ap-n
membrane produces either a single dominant maximum, a
single dominant minimum, or two extrema (one minimum
and one maximum) as a function of applied bias between
the n- andp-layers. This specificity of thep-n membrane
to produce asymmetric potential landscape in the channel is
directly related to the ionic current rectification properties
of the nanopores, as will be discussed in a later section.

Let us point out that typical potential variations in the pore
areJ50 mV (Figure 4A-C), which is larger than the thermal
voltagekT/e = 25 mV; one can expect larger variations at
lower ion concentrations [KCl]< 0.1M due to reduced
screening of the nanopore walls by ions and, consequently,
improved selectivity and rectification function.

Figure 3. Anion (Cl-) and cation (K+) concentrations in the
electrolyte solution in the nanopore center atS1 of ap-n membrane
for two membrane biases: (A)Vn ) -1 V andVp ) 0 V; and (B)
Vn ) 1 V and Vp ) 0 V. Simulation parameters:σ ) -0.0256
C/m2, Nd

n ) 2 × 1020 cm-3, Nd
p ) 2 × 1020 cm-3, [KCl] ) 0.1 M.

Figure 4. (A-C) Electrostatic potential in the nanopore alongS1

for [KCl] ) 0.1 M and surface charge densityσ ) -0.0256 C/m2

for a p-n membrane (doping densities areNd
n ) 2 × 1020 cm-3

andNd
p ) 2 × 1020 cm-3), for all solid linesVp ) -1 V, for all

dashed linesVp ) 1 V: (A) Vn ) -1 V, (B) Vn ) 0 V, and (C)Vn

) 1 V. (D) Electrostatic potential in the nanopore for an-Si
membrane,Nd

n ) 2 × 1020 cm-3, all other parameters are as in the
p-n membrane case, for various applied to the membrane potential
biases.
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Current -Voltage Characteristics.To calculate the cur-
rent-voltage characteristics of the electrolyte as a function
of the potential landscape in the nanopore, we develop an
electrodiffusion model for ionic transport similar to ref 25.
Figure 5 shows a schematic profile of the potential with two
extrema of opposite signs in the pore along theS1 cross-
section. The external and internal pore solution concentra-
tions are connected through the following Donnan equilib-
rium conditions:26

wherezi is the charge number of speciesi. ci,L andci,R denote
speciesi concentration of electrolyte solution on the left and
the right of the nanopore, correspondingly. Similar notation
is used for the potentialφ : φL andφR are potentials on the
left and on the right side of the membrane (they are equal
when no driving bias is applied), whereasφ(d1) andφ(d2)
are potentials at the coordinatesx ) d1 and x ) d2 inside
the pore, correspondingly.∆φL ) φ(d1) - φL and ∆φR )
φR - φ(d2) are the Donnan potential drops through the left
and right interfaces, respectively, and∆φD ) φ(d2) - φ(d1)
is the diffusion potential in the pore. The potential differences
∆φL, ∆φD, and ∆φR are determined directly from the
calculated potential profiles in the nanopore.

We assume that the fluxJi of speciesi through the
nanopore is described by the Nernst-Planck equations

whereDi is the diffusion coefficient of speciesi in the pore
solution, and constantsF, R, and T have their usual
meaning.26 The total electrical currentI passing through the
nanopore under the applied electrolyte biasV ) φL - φR

(see potential profile in Figure 5 as dashed line between the
two sides of the membrane) is given by

and the bias potential difference applied to the system can
be written

Equations 3, 4, and 5 with boundary conditions (eqs 1,2)
allow us to obtain analytical expressions of ionic fluxes if
we consider the constant field approximation between
coordinatesx ) d1 andx ) d2:

By assuming that the potential drops∆φL and ∆φR at the
left and right interface do not change with applied bias, as
in biological channels,26 the I-V characteristics can be
obtained by substituting∆φD(V) ) ∆φD(V ) 0) - V in the
right-hand side of eq 6 withcS,L ) cS,R ) c0 ) 0.01M on
each side of the membrane; we useDK+ ) 1.95× 10-5 cm2/
s, DCl- ) 2.03× 10-5 cm2/s for the diffusion coefficients of
potassium and chlorine ions, respectively. Once the total
electrical current is calculated, the nanopore conductanceG
) dI/dV and the ion selectivityS) |(GCl - GK)/(GCl + GK)|
in the nanopore are readily obtained.

Ion Current Rectification and Filtering. Figure 6A-F
left column shows the electrostatic potential profiles in the
nanopore for [KCl]) 0.01M at different biases between the
n-Si and p-Si sides of the semiconductor membrane at
electrolyte biasV ) 0. The membrane potential biasesVn(p)

vary from -1 V to 1 V with respect to the electrolyte. For
this low molar [KCl] concentration, the potential variations
in the nanopore are dramatic, with up to 200 mV swing
magnitude. The corresponding positive and negative charge
distribution as well as current-voltage characteristics are
shown in Figure 6A-F center and right columns, cor-
respondingly. It is seen that, as a function of the voltage
across thep-n membrane, theI-V characteristics behavior
varies from quasi-ohmic (i.e., Figure 6C right column with
Vn ) -0.5 V,Vp ) 1 V) to diodelike, with vanishing leakage
current atV > 0 (i.e., Figure 6F right column withVn ) 1
V, Vp ) 0 V). In our configuration, the ohmic behavior with
the largest conductance is attributed to a potential profile
with a single minimum of weak amplitude in the nanopore
(Figure 6C), while the sharpest diodelike characteristic
corresponds to an antisymmetric sinelike potential profile
of large amplitude (Figure 6F). All intermediate potential
profiles result in asymmetricI-V characteristics for which
the conductance atV < 0 is always larger than the
conductance at positive electrolyte biasV > 0. The closer
the potential profile to a sinelike shape, the better the
rectification. The lower the potential amplitude, the closer
the ohmic behavior. Correspondingly, the more symmetric
the charge distribution with respect to the nanopore center,
the “more ohmic” the current (Figure 6A,B,C). Alternatively,

Figure 5. Sketch of the nanopore in ap-n membrane with one
of the possible electrostatic potential variations in the nanopore.
Positive current flows from the left to the right.

I ) Fπr2 ∑
i

ziJi (4)

V ) - (∆φL(V) + ∆φD(V) + ∆φR(V)) (5)

Ji )
ziF

RT

Di∆φD

(d2 - d1)[ci(d1) exp(- ziF∆φD/RT) - ci(d2)

1 - exp(- ziF∆φD/RT) ] (6)

ci(d1) ) ci,L exp(-
ziF

RT
∆φL) (1)

ci(d2) ) ci,R exp(-
ziF

RT
∆φR) (2)

Ji ) -Di

dci

dx
- ziDici

F
RT

dφ

dx
(3)
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the more asymmetric the charge distribution, the more
rectified the current (Figure 6D,E,F). The fact that the high
conductance regime is at negative electrolyte bias is due to
the p-n membrane configuration for which then-layer is
on the same side as the positive solution electrode.

In Figure 7A we plot the ion selectivitySof the nanopore
as a function ofδ ) ∆φL - ∆φR at different membranep-
andn- layer biases. We observe that the selectivityS ≈ 0
when δ ) 0, which corresponds to an antisymmetric

(sinelike) shape potential (rectification condition) (Figure 5),
whereas the selectivity increases with the absolute value of
δ and even reachesS≈ 1 for δ ) -200 mV (conditions far
from rectification). Figure 7B shows the relative ionic
conductanceGCl/GK plotted in log scale as a function ofδ.
It can be seen that the relative conductance increases
exponentially with δ, which is consistent with the flux
expression (eq 6). The low selectivity regime withδ ≈ 0
corresponds to a relative conductance close to unity. The

Figure 6. (Left, A-F) Electrostatic potential in the nanopore along cross-sectionS1 for various membrane biases. [KCl]) 0.01 M and
surface charge densityσ ) -0.0256 C/m2 for p-n membrane (doping densities areNd

n ) 2 × 1020 cm-3 and Nd
p ) 2 × 1020 cm-3).

Electrolyte biasV ) 0. Membranen- andp- layer bias potentials are indicated in legend as [n/p]. (Center, A-F) Positive and negative
charge distributions in the nanopore along cross-sectionS1 for the samep-n membrane biases. Note the log scale. (Right, A-F) Current-
voltage characteristics calculated for the samep-n membrane biases.

Figure 7. (A) Ion selectivity. (B) Ion conductance ratio. All of the above calculated for the electrostatic potentials presented in Figure 6
for the same system parameters.
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left-hand sides of both Figures 7A,B withδ < 0 correspond
to high selectivity and high conductance for positive K+ ions
becauseGCl/GK , 0, while the right-hand sides of the Figure
7A,B plots with δ > 0 correspond to high selectivity and
high conductance for negative Cl- ions becauseGCl/GK .
0.

To summarize, the membranes under biases that result in
nanopore potentials with double extrema of equal height lead
to the low selectivity regime (i.e.,Vn ) 1 V, Vp ) 0 V).
Alternatively, the nanopore potentials with a single extrema
result in the high selectivity regime, with a single potential
minimum being selective toward positive (K+) ions (i.e.,Vn

) -1 V, Vp ) -1 V), whereas a large potential maximum
is being selective toward negative (Cl-) ions (i.e.,Vn ) 1
V, Vp ) 1 V).

Therefore, one concludes that current rectification and
filtering are two different regimes corresponding to two
different charge states of thep-n membrane, which can be
tuned by electrically biasing thep-n layers. More generally,
the p-n membrane can be used for separation of charged
species, controlled injection, release, and blockade of charged
molecules and ions, thereby mimicing in a very basic way
the operation of voltage gated biological channels in cells.
The p-n nanopore device also provides an opportunity to
trap, stretch, and effectively slow down DNA translocation
in the pore, thus rising the resolution of the proposed
nanopore sequencing device.8,9

Conclusions.It is well-known that any biological channel
in a cell membrane needs to be electrically asymmetric with
respect to the membrane plane to perform some form of
selectivity or rectification. Similarly, any artificial nanopore
with asymmetric electrical potential profile (whether it comes
from asymmetry in pore geometry, surface charge distribu-
tion, or both) in a nanopore will produce ion current
rectification through the pore with applied electrolyte bias.
In this work, we showed that, unlike conical nanopores with
predefined rectifying properties,17,27 nanopores in ap-n
membrane can be tuned electrically from ohmic behavior to
any desirable rectification and to a complete blockade of the
total ionic current without the need for buffer solution
replacement or membrane treatment. Simultaneously, it can
perform as an ion filter with the possibility to filter ions of
either sign.

We note that, at the time of completion of this manuscript,
Vlassiouk and Siwy and Karnik et al.28,29 discussed the use
of single nanopores decorated with fixed local positive
charges as a nanofluidic “diode” and ion current rectifier.
While these configurations provide rectification, additional
flexibility can be obtained via manipulation of the solution
pH once the surface charge is deposited or via chemical
modification of the membrane to invert theI-V curves. With
semiconductor membranes, it is also possible to add another
n or p layer to createn-p-n or p-n-p structures that will
allow control over the ionic flow in both directions, and this
will be the topic of a forthcoming publication.30
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